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IN CONFIDENCE 
 
 

Board of Trustees (2019-12)  
Date 13 December 2019,  IWM London 

Present ACM Sir Stuart Peach (Chair) 
 Matthew Westerman (Deputy Chair) 

Desmond Bowen Tim Marlow 
HE George Brandis HE Sir Jerry Mateparae 
Hugh Bullock HE Mohammad Nafees Zakaria 
Elizabeth Cleaver Suzanne Raine 
Lt Gen Andrew Figgures Tamsin Todd 
Rear Admiral Amjad Hussain Mark Urban 
Brigadier VMB Krishnan Peter Watkins 
Professor Margaret MacMillan Guy Weston 

In attendance Diane Lees, Director-General 
John Brown, Executive Director, Commercial Services & Operations 
Jon Card, Executive Director, Collections & Governance 
Gill Webber, Executive Director, Content and Public Programmes 
Gill Smith, Board Secretary (minutes) 
Ann Carter, Assistant Director, Major Projects, with Joanne Burden and Rebecca 
Wakefield of the HMS Belfast masterplan team, for item 5 
Pete Austin, Assistant Director, Communications & Marketing, for item 6 

 

1 Apologies for Absence 

Apologies were received from the High Commissioners for Canada, India (represented by Brigadier 
Krishnan), South Africa and Sri Lanka. 
 
2 Conflict of Interest Declaration 

Trustees were invited to declare any conflict of interest with any item on the agenda.   There was 
none. 
 
3 Constitution and Membership 

3.1 Trustee Appointments 

 The Chair reported formally the appointment of Guy Weston, to be business trustee for a 
period of four years from 4 November. 

3.2 IWM Trading Company Ltd 

Trustees ENDORSED Mr Weston’s appointment to be a Director of the IWM Trading 
Company Ltd and its Chair of Directors in succession to Tamsin Todd, who would continue to 
be a Director of the Company. 
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3.3 IWM Audit Committee 

Trustees APPOINTED: 

• Lt General Andrew Figgures to be chair of Audit for a period of two years with immediate 
effect; and  

• Suzanne Raine to be a member of the Audit Committee for an initial period of three years 
with immediate effect 

3.4 Deputy Chair 

Trustees APPOINTED Tim Marlow to be Deputy Chair in succession to and support of 
Matthew Westerman as he took over the role of Chair of Trustees. 

 
4 Minutes of the Meeting held on 20 September 2019 and Matters Arising 

 The minutes of the meeting held in September 2019 were AGREED for signature, subject to an 
amendment at section 7.3 to replace “Greenham” with the words “anti nuclear protests” .    A 
redacted version for publication on the website was noted. 

 There were no matters arising. 

 
5 HMS Belfast master plan 

5.1 The Chair welcomed into the meeting Ann Carter, Assistant Director, Major Projects, and 
members of her team who introduced the paper which had been circulated and presented 
highlights for the masterplan and relaunch of HMS Belfast.  

5.2 Trustees noted that 

• the proposals set out in the paper were based on data gathered from stakeholder feedback 
and as part of visitor research; 

• plans were closely tied to IWM’s 2030 vision and the team had worked with colleague across 
the organisation to ensure links to the audience development and estates strategies; 

• there was significant work to do to upgrade the Ship’s public and commercial offer as well as 
the condition of the estate and systems and facilities aboard; 

• the relaunch comprised a ten-year plan and factored in the need, at some point in the future, 
for dry docking and preservation work to the superstructure. 

5.3 Trustees welcomed the proposals which they found to be commendable and interesting.  Points 
arising from further discussion of the masterplan were as follows:  

5.3.1 The quality of story telling and the ability to bring together the stories of the ship and the life of 
those who served in her throughout her commission were crucial and could have a transformative 
impact.    The team assured Trustees that all aspects of Belfast’s history would be covered through 
a range of re-interpretation and discrete tours in the most appropriate areas of the Ship. 

5.3.2 With some initial investment, the Ship could start to see improvements quite quickly.   Ms Lees 
stressed the importance of getting the infrastructure in place in order to underpin the new offer. 

5.3.3 Trustees queried the timing of possible dry docking in relation to the immediate improvement 
works and exhibition refresh.  John Brown explained that more would be known about the potential 
dry docking once ongoing investigations were complete.  In the interim, upgrading of the internal 
infrastructure and the visitor offer was critical and was being prioritised. 

5.3.4 Trustees concurred that recent developments and improvements to the London Bridge area called 
for the relaunch of HMS Belfast.   They were assured that the Ship was fully incorporated into 
signage at the new London Bridge station. 
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5.3.5 Trustees acknowledged that the Ship had lots to offer and recommended that IWM be as flexible 
as possible in terms of the commercial offer. 

5.3.6 The Board noted the cost of the proposals and established that these would be funded over the 
next 10 years through a combination of Corporate Plan commitments (starting in CP20), self-
generated income and fund-raising. 

5.3.7 Trustees were assured that the displays and activities would continue to be relevant to the school 
curriculum and make clear links to the STEM curriculum.   The team confirmed that historical 
advice would be sought to ensure the best content. 

5.4 Trustees acknowledged the opportunities and challenges set out for the relaunch of the Ship and 
ENDORSED the proposals for her improvement which they concluded were imaginative and 
forward thinking.   

They expressed an interest in a breakdown of visitor figures, including those from overseas. 
Action: Visitor figure statistics to be circulated 

 
6 Marketing & Communications Strategy 

6.1 Pete Austin, Assistant Director, Communications and Marketing, jointed the meeting.  He 
explained that the strategy followed the overall approach of the audience development plan.  
It was outcome driven and designed to push boundaries and drive visitors   He cited 
examples of successful and innovative marketing partnerships, including the films Darkest 
Hour and 1917 and the unaffordable vending machine at Manchester Piccadilly railway station. 

6.2 Areas of discussion during consideration of the strategy included: 

6.2.1 Trustees noted the particular success of anniversary events – such as D-Day 75 and the display of 
the Spitfire at London Bridge station – in raising visitor figures.    

6.2.2 The Board queried how campaigns could best reach the right communities and ensure the most 
diverse approach.  It was explained that the team applied the audience development strategy with 
events and press often targeted specific rather than broad audiences.   A good example had been 
the Berlin 30 activities at IWM London.    

6.2.3 Trustees endorsed the very outcome-focused approach described above and sought assurance 
on whether the tools were available to measure the outcomes.  They acknowledged the 
courageous and risk-aware approach and accepted that it was important to try new approaches. 

6.2.4 It was felt that there could be greater clarity within the strategy document on areas of responsibility 
and better explanation of the role and definition of the Editorial Board.    

6.3 The Board APPROVED the strategy. 

6.4 Trustees expressed an interest in understanding better how they could follow everything that was 
going on at IWM.    

Actions: Comms overview with past and forthcoming events to be circulated to Trustees 

In response to a question about who IWM’s stakeholders are, Trustees were reminded that the 
Stakeholder Relations Strategy would be on the March agenda. 

 
7 IT & AV Strategy 

7.1 Trustees considered the strategy document which had been circulated.   They noted it had been 
developed in context of the Digital Transformation Strategy and was an integral component of it.   
Ms Lees explained that it underpinned how IWM would engage and communicate with audiences.     
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7.2 In discussing further the content of the strategy, the Board noted that the objectives were also to 
maintain the infrastructure and ensure security and business continuity.    

7.3 The Board APPROVED the IT & AV Strategy and expressed a wish to hear, in due course, 
management’s thoughts on how the infrastructure was developing.    

Referring to IWM’s membership of the National Cyber Security Centre and to the remit of hybrid 
warfare, it was suggested that IWM might aspire to be a role model in this area.  

 
8 Collecting Strategy 

8.1 The revised Collecting Strategy, amended after discussion in September, had been 
circulated. 

8.2 The High Commissioners acknowledged with thanks the inclusion of additional Commonwealth 
references.  Further reference to Vietnam had, however, been omitted.   This was an oversight on 
the part of the team and would be rectified. 

8.3 Trustees APPROVED the revised Collecting Strategies, subject to the addition above and a small 
number of semantic and textual corrections. 

 
9 Safeguarding Policy     

9.1 Trustees considered the draft Safeguarding Policy which had been developed in accordance 
with current statutory requirements and recommendations following the Oxfam review. 

9.2 Liz Cleaver, appointed Trustee with oversight for Safeguarding, reported that she had 
completed the necessary training; she confirmed that IWM had solid procedures in place, that 
the policy reflected best practice and recommended it for approval. 

9.3 In response to questions from Trustees, Ms Lees confirmed that there were no historic 
incidents of safeguarding and that any future incidents would be escalated to the appointed 
Trustee as necessary.    There would be an annual report to Trustees on Safeguarding at 
each December meeting going forward. 

9.4 The Board APPROVED the Safeguarding Policy, which would be made available to all staff. 

 
10 Donor Naming Opportunities Policy 

10.1 A revised policy document, with amendments highlighted, had been circulated and Ms Lees 
reported that the revisions reflected the Donor and Sponsorship Policy agreed in 2018. 

10.2 In considering the revisions Trustees were assured that: 

• the increase in delegated authority of the Director-General reflected the figure in the Donor 
Policy and did not leave Ms Lees particularly exposed; 

• any requests judged to be controversial would be brought to the Board for discussion; 
• a process for withdrawing naming rights was in place and would be governed by an 

appropriate reputation clause in the legal agreement with the donor. 

Those trustees involved with Trust funds and sponsorship concurred that donors too sought robust 
agreements.   They were reassured by the policy’s sense of understanding and due diligence.   

10.3 Trustees APPROVED the revised Donor Naming Policy. 
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11 Major Projects Update   

 Trustees noted progress on the various major projects as reported in the paper, particularly in 
respect of the Transforming IWM London programme.    Mr Bullock, as chair of Estates Advisory 
Committee remarked that fund-raising was progressing Information has been exempted under 
Section 43 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

 
12 Reports from IWM Board Committees and areas of Oversight 

12.1 The Board noted the content of the reports and adding to these updates: 

• Chair of Audit reported that the Committee had carried out its first full review of the 
revised Strategic Risk Register.   A copy had been appended to the report for any further 
feedback which Trustees had on this document; 

• Chair of Estates Advisory Committee reminded Trustees about the discussions around 
use of the Ickleton site once it had been vacated; 

• Chair of Trading Company Directors reiterated the dependency of much of the 
commercial activity on progress with the Digital Transformation Strategy.  Ms Lees 
confirmed that prioritisation of funds and acceleration of the roadmap was being 
considered in the context of current Corporate planning 

• Ms Raine reported that she, with Liz Cleaver and General Figgures, had been introduced 
to staff as Trustees with oversight of specific areas at the executive team’s road shows.    

12.2 The Chairman thanked Trustees for their work on the various aspects of IWM business. 

 
13 Performance and Financial Review 

13.1 The Board noted the content of the paper recording performance against Corporate Plan priorities.   

Jon Card reported the highlights of financial performance for the first half of the year; this continued 
to be positive and further income from the Peter Jackson film had been a welcome addition.   
Admissions figures were, for the most part, performing well against target. 

Ms Todd highlighted the development of the Membership scheme, which had been the subject of 
discussion at the Trading Company meeting. 

13.2 Mr Card drew attention to the analytics dashboard for the Trading Company which had been 
included with the financial appendices in accordance with Trustees’ request in September.  

 
14 Director-General’s Report 

 The Board received the Director-General’s Report, noting the supplementary reports covering 
Acquisitions and Loans.     

 
15 Dates of Meetings in 2020:  17 March, 7 July, 22 September, 8 December – all at 11.00    

 
16 Future Agendas 

Primary items on the March agenda would be the Corporate Plan and the Partnerships and 
Stakeholder Relations Strategies. 
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17 Any Other Business:  

17.1 The Australian High Commissioner was pleased to report the appointment of his Deputy, Matt 
Anderson, to be the new Director General of the Australian War Memorial, from 1 March 2020. 

17.2 The Chairman reported that this would be the last meeting for R Admiral Amjad Hussain who had 
announced his intention to stand down as a Trustee with effect from 31 December.    He 
expressed Trustees’ gratitude to the Admiral for his valuable contribution to the Board and IWM 
during a period of almost five years. 

 Sir Stuart also reported that this was also Peter Watkins’ last meeting and that the Secretary of 
State for Defence would be announcing a successor to the Board in due course.   The Chairman 
thanked Mr Watkins for his interest in the museum and his valued contribution to the Board. 

17.3 This was also the final meeting of ACM Sir Stuart Peach, who was retiring from the Board and as 
its Chair.   On behalf of all Trustees Mr Westerman expressed sincere thanks to Sir Stuart for his 
remarkable contribution both to the Board and the IWM over the past eight years as a Trustee, and 
more than three as Chair.

 


